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ABSTRACT
Emission ProFiler (EP) was designed for pharmaceutical batch processing applications. Emission
ProFiler incorporates an innovative and customized approach to air quality and permit compliance
management. EP provides a platform that facilitates rapid modeling of sequential unit operations
enabling a faster turn-around time for environmental approval of new / modified research and
development processes.
Emission ProFiler was developed to address the requirements of both the Pilot Plant Permit and the new
General Permit for Research & Development issued by the New Jersey Department of Environmental
Protection (NJDEP).
Emission ProFiler is a Windows-based system that calculates, tracks and reports emissions in the kilo to
pilot plant-scale batch production of pharmaceutical products. EP is based on US EPA Office of Quality
Planning and Standards (OAQPS) calculation methods. EP maintains all individual unit operations by
experiment for each product in the system. Control devices are also tracked in the system to calculate
pre- and post-control emissions. To verify the calculations, a detailed step-by-step printout of each unit
operation’s calculations is available with references in the calculations to the appropriate US EPA
equation. The reports in the system are used to meet state, federal and internal reporting requirements.
Although primarily an air permit compliance tool, EP has the additional ability to simultaneously track
information on wastewaster and hazardous waste production from pharmaceutical processes for use in
other regulatory systems.

INTRODUCTION
Research & Development (R&D) pharmaceutical batch processing of active pharmaceutical ingredients
(API) in New Jersey provides a compliance challenge to engineers, who are often held accountable for
short-term health effect (SHE) impacts. On one hand, regulatory requirements of NJDEP Air Permits
need to be met with professional competence and thoroughly documented as part of an overall
environmental management plan. On the other hand, an expanding, diverse and rapidly evolving pipeline
necessitates a speedy and highly-focused environmental assessment of batch processes heading for plant
scale-up. The key to meeting both goals lies in the engineering toolbox. Unlike off-the-shelf software,
Emission ProFiler does not attempt to meet every environmental need, confuse the user with a multitude

of overlapping windows, or require lengthy set-up better meant for manufacturing facilities. Its simplicity
lends itself to modeling of sequential unit operations within a smart and logical framework. With a batch
recipe in one hand and Emission ProFiler in the other, an engineer can weed out troublesome operations,
apply control device removals, determine emission rate compliance, and keep a tab on HAP and other
targeted pollutants. Reports can be customized by the user for both regulatory purposes and internal
tracking.

Emission ProFiler SYSTEM
The Emission ProFiler system is a Windows-based program developed in Microsoft’s Visual Basic to
calculate, track and report VOC and HAP emissions in the batch production of pharmaceutical products.
Emission ProFiler is based on US EPA Office of Quality Planning and Standards (OAQPS) calculation
methods. 1,2,3 EP maintains all individual unit operations for each experiment in the system. Control
devices are also tracked in the system to calculate pre- and post-control emissions. To verify the
calculations, a detailed step-by-step printout of each unit operation’s calculations is available with
references in the calculations to the appropriate US EPA equation. The reports in the system are used to
meet state, federal and internal reporting requirements.
Figure 1. Emission ProFiler Start-up Screen.

Figure 2 shows the main toolbar in Emission ProFiler.
Figure 2. Emission ProFiler Main Toolbar.
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In Emission ProFiler users enter batch product information, produce reports or maintain support
databases. The support databases contain information that is used throughout the system. Emission
ProFiler’s support databases are as follows:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Chemicals
Equipment
Buildings
Unit Types
Emission Points
Unit Operations
Fugitive Factors
Activity Description
Condenser Types
Emission Units
Default Rates

Each support databases is a separate button in the Emission ProFiler toolbar. An example of the support
databases for Unit Operations is shown in Figure 3. The Unit Operations table includes information on
the operation type, OAQPS equation type, required input parameters and default input parameters.
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Figure 3. Support Table – Unit Operations

The maneuvering controls in Figure 3 are similar to those used throughout EP. The user can move
through the records in the database with the Top, Previous, Next or Bottom button or use the Find button
to display a list of all records in the database (Figure 4). To modify existing data the user selects the Edit
button. The Add button allows the user to enter a new unit operation type. After editing or adding new
information, the user presses the Save button to save all of the new information. The Delete button allows
the user to remove records.
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Figure 4. Unit Operations Find Screen.

The entry of batch experiment information is in the Batches module. Pressing the Batches button displays
the Load Experiment screen shown in Figure 5. This screen allows the user to select a year to work with.
When a year is selected (highlighted), all of the existing experiments in the selected year are displayed in
the bottom grid. In the experiments grid, the user can select an experiment to work with or add/remove
experiments.
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Figure 5. Batch Records Year / Experiment Selection Screen.

After selecting an experiment to work with, the user presses the Open button. Opening an experiment
(Figure 6) displays the campaigns screen. The experiment information consists of a flip card that supplies
detailed information on the campaign, individual batch unit operations, chemicals used in the process,
control devices and emissions information at the batch record level. Figure 6 shows the campaigns flip
card. On the campaigns flip card the experiment start and stop time is recorded along with default
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information for any process condensers present and a data field for adding specific comments about the
experiment campaign.
Figure 6. Campaigns Screen for a Selected Experiment.

The Copy button at the campaign level allows the user to a make a complete copy of the selected
campaign including all batch record steps, chemicals and control devices.
Selecting the Batch flip card (Figure 7) displays a list of the individual unit operations that make up the
entire batch record cycle. To add a new step to this batch record, the user presses the Add button. The
Copy button will copy an existing batch record with all of its information and add it as a new record at the
end of the batch record cycle. There is also a block repeat function that allows selecting one or more unit
operations and copying them as many times as necessary. If the order of the unit operations in the batch
record needs to be changed, the operations can be rearranged using the Re-Order Ops button.
To look at the detailed information about an individual unit operation in the batch record, the user clicks
on a record in the grid. The selected record then becomes highlighted. Once a record is highlighted, the
user can look at detailed input and emissions information for that unit operation on the following flip
cards.
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Figure 7. Batch Record Grid

Selecting the Operation Data flip card (Figure 8) displays the input data for the individual unit operation.
The unit operation input data fields will vary depending on the required information for a unit operation.
Figure 8 displays an example for a vessel Charging operation. The required input fields are vessel charge
rate and the exit temperature from the vessel. The amount of material charged to the vessel is determined
on the Chemicals flip card. On the Operation Data screen the user is also able to indicate if a process
condenser is present and if a continuous gas sweep takes place during this unit operation. The Steps grid
at the top part of the screen, shows unit operations that composed this step. Some unit operations can
have more than one step. In the case of a Charging operation, there is only one step. In this grid the
OAQPS equation set used is documented along with information about a continuous gas sweep on the
operation step.
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Figure 8. Unit Operation Op Data Input Screen.

Selecting the Chemicals flip card (Figure 9) displays the screen that shows the chemicals used in the
selected unit operation. The top grid on this screen shows the contents of the vessel that is the results of
any previous unit operation along with the activity in this unit operation. The Activity Summary grid at
the bottom of the page, shows the chemical transactions for this specific unit operation.
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Figure 9. Unit Operation Chemical Usage Screen.

To add or remove a chemical in the Activity Summary section the buttons on the lower half of the screen
are used. Selecting New, Remove or Edit displays the chemical activity screen (Figure 10).
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Figure 10. Chemical Activity Screen.

On this screen, the user can add or remove chemicals from the unit operation and set the quantity of the
material selected. The Addition activity allows the user to select the following:
•
•
•

Raw Material
Adjustment (addition)
Transfer To

The Removal activity is where the user documents what is removed in this batch step and the fate of the
removed material. The removal selections are as follows:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Adjustment (removal)
Dissolved Solid
Drums
Hazardous Waste
Off-Gas
Product
Reclaim
Transfer From
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Selecting the Control Devices tab (Figure 11) displays the control devices that may be attached to the
vessel in this unit operation. The user can add as many control devices as required. Clicking on a control
device (highlighted) in the top grid will display the control efficiency of the device and the after control
emissions for each chemical in the unit operation in the grid on the bottom half of the screen.
Figure 11. Unit Operation Control Devices screen.

Selecting the Emissions tab (Figure 12) displays the pre- and post-controlled emission for each chemical
in the unit operation in pounds per hour and for pounds per operation.
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Figure 12. Unit Operation Emissions screen.

The Emission Summary screen (Figure 13) shows a roll-up of the emissions by species for each vessel in
the experiment and also displays the vessel’s emission limits by species.
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Figure 13. Unit Operation Emissions Summary Screen.
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REPORTS
The reports in the Emission ProFiler system are used to provide compliance information for federal, state
and internal reporting needs. The various reports in the EP system are listed in Figure 14. The reports in
EP were developed using Business Objects’ Crystal Reports.
Figure 14. Emission ProFiler Report Types.

Figures 15 and 16 shows an example of the New Jersey Post Experiment Review Form. This report
displays the emissions from each vessel used in the experiment and compares the emissions by regulated
species to the required emission limits. This report is required after every experiment is run to document
the experiment compliance status.
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Figure 15. New Jersey Post Experiment Review Form – Page 1.
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Figure 16. New Jersey Post Experiment Review Form – Page 2.

Figure 17 shows an example of one page of a Calculation Documentation report. This report is for an
evacuation unit operation in the batch record, pages of this report detail the calculation methodologies and
provides the specific EPA reference for the equations used.
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Figure 17. Example of the Calculation Documentation Report Detailing Unit Operation Calculations.
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SUMMARY
Emission ProFiler is a valuable program that provides succinct environmental assessment of R&D API
processes. This tool is invaluable in the lab to kilo/ pilot scale-up phase of development and is of
necessity before tech transfer to a manufacturing facility is considered. Simplicity, flexibility and speed
give Emission ProFiler an advantage over mass-marketed alternatives that tend to create bottlenecks.
Based upon sound, pre-loaded equations (OAQPS 1, CTG 2 and MACT 3), engineers can model R&D
processes and gain immediate feedback regarding environmental compliance with NJDEP-issued Air
Permits.
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